Youth Violence

Today many young people are dying and getting arrested because they were involved in youth violence. Youth violence are causing lots of problems like death, major damages, and many more crimes. That’s why today the society have been less safer than it was before. There are parents everywhere who worry about whether or not their kids will survive. Youth violence has reduced over the time, but it is still relatively high. For that reason youth violence should be completely stop.

There are many ways for youth violence to be causes. For example pressure, when youth are being pressure by their parents or the surrounding causing them to change in a negative way like bully people to make them feel better or to make other to feel the same. Another one is bad friends, youth might always think that their friends are safe to play with but they can bring bad influences like taking drugs, stealing, and etc. Last is revenge, when youth get manipulated or being humiliated by people they want revenge. They can retaliate people by fighting and using weapons to committed crimes. Accordingly there will be more violence to be cause.

In the society right now youth violence have many negative impacts on young people. Like loss of life or death because of one’s ignorance. They can blindly go to shoot people and just a ‘BANG!’ everything is over for the victims. People can only sit down with a suffer and sad face shed with tears. Youth violence can also effect the perpetrators like imprisonment. For murder one have to stay in jail forever or the longest amount of time they can get and a small crimes receive a little consequences. As a result youth violence effects both the victims and the perpetrators.

Youth violence might have impacts other young people but it also affects me as well. My mom always told to never go outside after get home from school because there are a lot of violence happen out on the street, and I might get involved. It gave me lots of confusion of how to choose friends or is that person good or bad? Not just that it give me sadness too because I would never want one of my friend to be involved in youth violence. I’m a coward who always want to stay out of trouble and all I can do is be bystander. I can’t do anything to help which I will suffer. Consequently that’s how youth violence affects my life.

Finally, in order to stop youth violence there are lot of ways. Just walk away if someone keep bother you and ignore them. If you saw a person being bully tell an adult or the police and don’t be a bystander because you will regretted. Many people are scare if they report the crime to the police then they will be in trouble so the just want to be a bystanders. But they might regretted about their decision not to help the person. So if you just then you can do anything. Therefore, that will prevent more youth violence from happening.